Mat Station Installation for Concrete Islands

CAUTION: Read the instructions before installing
Questions or Missing parts call 1-800-986-8227

Parts Included

Mat Station Assembly.

Lock Hasp Loop
DE9481

DE9482 - 12 GA LOCK HASP
#12x 3/4" Pan Hd HP
SS Wood Screw

106914 - 1/4-20x 1-1/4 SS PAN HD PHILLIPS MS
108907 - SS 1/4 FENDER WASHER

Parts included in the Assembly

DE3235 - Mat Station

103814 - .093" THICK STAINLESS PIANO HINGE P3/16" PIN
1" KNUCKLE

106961 - (6) #10-24 X 3/4 SS CARRIAGE BOLTS (HEAD DOWN)
105309 - (6) SS KEPS NUTS

Change: 5/10/05
* Marks the anchor Locations
6 on the Hinge
2 on the Hasp Loop

Position the hinge side of the Mat Station on your Island as shown. Mark the anchor locations as shown above. Then drill the 8 needed holes for the anchors. Use TapCon Concrete Screws or 1/4" Masonry Anchors to mount the unit securely.